PD Armor Matte and Gloss are both for fuel protection and protection against more aggressive cleaners/
solvent like brake cleaner. Not against Thinner.
**PD Armor Matte gives an even smoother finish to your matte color.
**PD Armor Gloss is very intense and it shines beautiful.
It is best to be applied in a spray cabin/clean environment.
If it attracts dust you can see because of gloss finish.
Wear anti static protective suit, and apply in a spray cabin.
The gloss you can polish and if needed you can wet sand it with 2000 sanding paper. Polish' and the gloss is
back.
PD Armor Gloss: you can built up layers for higher gloss effect. So it's easy to use more product, when
desired.
Manual: Try first on speed shape , it depends on how you work so test for the best result.
Mix A & B
PD ARMOR GLOSS
Step 1: Do 1 very thin, mist layer to attach/make contact with dip, very light like almost no product. Step 2:
Then new layer a bit thicker, little more product comes out the nozzle..
Step 3: Finish with last layer, this can be also a bit thicker ,depends on object.
Use more if wanted/possible.
Mix A & B
PD Armor Matte:
Step 1; Do 1 very thin, mist layer to attach/make contact with dip, very light like almost no product.
Step 2 ; Finish with thicker layer
For your workflow:
We've tested with Wagner + Brilliant , Earlex and DYC system. Also conventional compressor spray gun
works.
Keeping/Preservation of PD Armor: When mixed it depends on how you store it but it will stay good for some
weeks, when sealed airtight : We advise to use the product as soon as possible after mixing both A & B
solution.
We recommend that PD Armor needs 6 hours to dry, under normal conditions.
Working in "room" temperature ~ 21 degrees~ should be fine.
Drying time is best with this temperature or above.
Use only on Fully dried Plasti Dip. Do not make contact with car parts, paint or rubber.
You won't see anything but it is very hard to remove. You can remove perfectly when applied on Plasti Dip.
This complete layer is stronger and easier to remove when needed/wanted.

